
Supporting Statement A                            

30 CFR 772 - Requirements for Coal Exploration

OMB Control Number 1029-0112

Terms of Clearance:  None

General Instructions 

A completed Supporting Statement A must accompany each request for approval of a collection 
of information.  The Supporting Statement must be prepared in the format described below, and 
must contain the information specified below.  If an item is not applicable, provide a brief 
explanation.  When the question “Does this ICR contain surveys, censuses, or employ statistical 
methods?” is checked "Yes," then a Supporting Statement B must be completed.  OMB reserves 
the right to require the submission of additional information with respect to any request for 
approval.

Specific Instructions

Justification

1. Explain the circumstances that make the collection of information necessary.  Identify 
any legal or administrative requirements that necessitate the collection.

2. Indicate how, by whom, and for what purpose the information is to be used.  Except for
a new collection, indicate the actual use the agency has made of the information 
received from the current collection.  Be specific.  If this collection is a form or a 
questionnaire, every question needs to be justified.

3. Describe whether, and to what extent, the collection of information involves the use of 
automated, electronic, mechanical, or other technological collection techniques or 
other forms of information technology, e.g., permitting electronic submission of 
responses, and the basis for the decision for adopting this means of collection.  Also 
describe any consideration of using information technology to reduce burden and 
specifically how this collection meets GPEA requirements.

4. Describe efforts to identify duplication.  Show specifically why any similar information 
already available cannot be used or modified for use for the purposes described in Item
2 above.

5. If the collection of information impacts small businesses or other small entities, 
describe any methods used to minimize burden.



6. Describe the consequence to Federal program or policy activities if the collection is not
conducted or is conducted less frequently, as well as any technical or legal obstacles to 
reducing burden.

7. Explain any special circumstances that would cause an information collection to be 
conducted in a manner:
* requiring respondents to report information to the agency more often than 
quarterly;
* requiring respondents to prepare a written response to a collection of information 
in fewer than 30 days after receipt of it;
* requiring respondents to submit more than an original and two copies of any 
document;
* requiring respondents to retain records, other than health, medical, government 
contract, grant-in-aid, or tax records, for more than three years;
* in connection with a statistical survey that is not designed to produce valid and 
reliable results that can be generalized to the universe of study;
* requiring the use of a statistical data classification that has not been reviewed and 
approved by OMB;
* that includes a pledge of confidentiality that is not supported by authority 
established in statute or regulation, that is not supported by disclosure and data 
security policies that are consistent with the pledge, or which unnecessarily impedes 
sharing of data with other agencies for compatible confidential use; or
* requiring respondents to submit proprietary trade secrets, or other confidential 
information, unless the agency can demonstrate that it has instituted procedures to 
protect the information's confidentiality to the extent permitted by law.

8. If applicable, provide a copy and identify the date and page number of publication in 
the Federal Register of the agency's notice, required by 5 CFR 1320.8(d), soliciting 
comments on the information collection prior to submission to OMB.  Summarize 
public comments received in response to that notice and in response to the PRA 
statement associated with the collection over the past three years, and describe actions 
taken by the agency in response to these comments.  Specifically address comments 
received on cost and hour burden.

Describe efforts to consult with persons outside the agency to obtain their views on the 
availability of data, frequency of collection, the clarity of instructions and 
recordkeeping, disclosure, or reporting format (if any), and on the data elements to be 
recorded, disclosed, or reported.

Consultation with representatives of those from whom information is to be obtained or 
those who must compile records should occur at least once every three years — even if 
the collection of information activity is the same as in prior periods.  There may be 
circumstances that may preclude consultation in a specific situation.  These 
circumstances should be explained.
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9. Explain any decision to provide any payment or gift to respondents, other than 
remuneration of contractors or grantees.

10. Describe any assurance of confidentiality provided to respondents and the basis for the 
assurance in statute, regulation, or agency policy.

11. Provide additional justification for any questions of a sensitive nature, such as sexual 
behavior and attitudes, religious beliefs, and other matters that are commonly 
considered private.  This justification should include the reasons why the agency 
considers the questions necessary, the specific uses to be made of the information, the 
explanation to be given to persons from whom the information is requested, and any 
steps to be taken to obtain their consent.

12. Provide estimates of the hour burden of the collection of information.  The statement 
should:
* Indicate the number of respondents, frequency of response, annual hour burden, 
and an explanation of how the burden was estimated.  Unless directed to do so, 
agencies should not conduct special surveys to obtain information on which to base 
hour burden estimates.  Consultation with a sample (fewer than 10) of potential 
respondents is desirable.  If the hour burden on respondents is expected to vary widely 
because of differences in activity, size, or complexity, show the range of estimated hour
burden, and explain the reasons for the variance.  Generally, estimates should not 
include burden hours for customary and usual business practices.
* If this request for approval covers more than one form, provide separate hour 
burden estimates for each form and aggregate the hour burdens.
* Provide estimates of annualized cost to respondents for the hour burdens for 
collections of information, identifying and using appropriate wage rate categories.  The
cost of contracting out or paying outside parties for information collection activities 
should not be included here.  Instead, this cost should be included under “Annual Cost
to Federal Government.”

13. Provide an estimate of the total annual non-hour cost burden to respondents or 
recordkeepers resulting from the collection of information.  (Do not include the cost of 
any hour burden already reflected in item 12.)
* The cost estimate should be split into two components: (a) a total capital and start-
up cost component (annualized over its expected useful life) and (b) a total operation 
and maintenance and purchase of services component.  The estimates should take into 
account costs associated with generating, maintaining, and disclosing or providing the 
information (including filing fees paid for form processing).  Include descriptions of 
methods used to estimate major cost factors including system and technology 
acquisition, expected useful life of capital equipment, the discount rate(s), and the time 
period over which costs will be incurred.  Capital and start-up costs include, among 
other items, preparations for collecting information such as purchasing computers and
software; monitoring, sampling, drilling and testing equipment; and record storage 
facilities.
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* If cost estimates are expected to vary widely, agencies should present ranges of cost 
burdens and explain the reasons for the variance.  The cost of purchasing or 
contracting out information collection services should be a part of this cost burden 
estimate.  In developing cost burden estimates, agencies may consult with a sample of 
respondents (fewer than 10), utilize the 60-day pre-OMB submission public comment 
process and use existing economic or regulatory impact analysis associated with the 
rulemaking containing the information collection, as appropriate.
* Generally, estimates should not include purchases of equipment or services, or 
portions thereof, made: (1) prior to October 1, 1995, (2) to achieve regulatory 
compliance with requirements not associated with the information collection, (3) for 
reasons other than to provide information or keep records for the government, or (4) as
part of customary and usual business or private practices.

14. Provide estimates of annualized cost to the Federal government.  Also, provide a 
description of the method used to estimate cost, which should include quantification of 
hours, operational expenses (such as equipment, overhead, printing, and support staff),
and any other expense that would not have been incurred without this collection of 
information. 

15. Explain the reasons for any program changes or adjustments in hour or cost burden.

16. For collections of information whose results will be published, outline plans for 
tabulation and publication.  Address any complex analytical techniques that will be 
used.  Provide the time schedule for the entire project, including beginning and ending 
dates of the collection of information, completion of report, publication dates, and 
other actions.

17. If seeking approval to not display the expiration date for OMB approval of the 
information collection, explain the reasons that display would be inappropriate.

18. Explain each exception to the topics of the certification statement identified in 
"Certification for Paperwork Reduction Act Submissions."
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Introduction

We, the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSMRE), are submitting this 
information collection clearance package to request renewed authority to collect information and 
require retention of records for 30 CFR 772 - Requirements for Coal Exploration.  

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) previously reviewed and approved collections of 
information and recordkeeping requirements for this part and assigned it control number 1029-
0112.

The regulations at 30 CFR 772 implement section 512 of the Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1977 (SMCRA or the Act), 30 U.S.C. 1262, by establishing notice and 
permitting requirements and procedures for coal exploration operations that do not involve 
Federally-owned coal.  Sections 772.11, 772.12, 772.14 and 772.15 contain information 
collection or recordkeeping requirements.

The currently approved information collection burden for 30 CFR 772 is 9,107 hours.  We are 
now requesting 7,596 hours, a decrease of 1,511 hours.

Each section of Part 772 for which there is an information collection or recordkeeping 
requirement is discussed separately.  The responses to some items in the OMB instructions for 
the supporting statement are identical for each section; these responses appear on pages 6-10 of 
this document.  Except as otherwise noted in the supporting statement for individual sections, the
respondents and potential respondents consist of 24 state regulatory authorities and 
approximately 1,023 entities engaged in surface coal mining operations.

The following table summarizes the information collection requirements and changes therein for 
Part 772. 

INFORMATION COLLECTION SUMMARY FOR 30 CFR PART 772

Section Operator
Response

s

Hours
per

Operator

State
Respons

e

Hours
per

State

Total
hours

requeste
d

Current
burden
hours

Change
in

burden
hours

772.11 1,006 5 0 0 5,030 5,850 -820
772.12 17 70 16 53 2,038 2,590 -552
772.14 1 16 1 2 18 18 0

772.15(a) 0 0 1,014 .5 507 589 -82
772.15(b

)
101 .5 0 0 51 60 -9

TOTAL
S

1,125 1,031 7,644 9,107 0
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Items for Which Responses Are Identical in the Supporting Statement
For All Sections of 30 CFR 772

A. Justification

3. Use of automated methods to collect the information required for 30 CFR 772 continues 
to increase in recent years.  Although some of the regulatory authorities are moving 
toward electronic receipt of information from constituents, their degree of sophistication 
in the area of e-data receipt/processing varies.  However, the state regulatory authorities 
are generally more focused on developing their respective e-data receipt/processing 
capabilities with respect to the full permit application for surface coal mining and 
reclamation operations (rather than notices of intent).  Notices of intent still cannot be 
filed electronically in most states.  During the evaluation year, no more than 33% of the 
notices for intent to conduct coal exploration activities were filed electronically.  This 
number will increase as the state regulatory authorities upgrade their e-data capabilities.

4. The information requested in 30 CFR 772 is time-sensitive and unique to each site.  
Because it is collected infrequently (generally only once, at the time that a person submits
a notice of intent to explore or an application for a coal exploration permit), duplication is
minimal to nonexistent.  Persons may cross-reference relevant materials that they 
previously submitted in a notice or application for a different site.

We are not aware of any other Federal agency that collects this information.  OSMRE is 
the only Federal agency charged with implementation of section 512 of SMCRA for coal 
exploration involving non-Federal coal.  To avoid any duplication for lands with 
federally-owned coal, 30 CFR 772.1 specifies that the requirements of 30 CFR 772 do 
not apply to exploration on those lands, which is instead regulated by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM).  We also have entered into an agreement with BLM delineating 
each agency’s coal exploration duties to avoid overlap and conflict.

5. There are no special provisions for small businesses or other small entities.  Special 
provisions are not appropriate because the requested information is the minimum needed 
to document (1) the location, extent and timing of any proposed disturbance or activity, 
and (2) the person’s ability to comply with applicable performance standards.  Both of 
these items are required of all operations by section 512(a) of SMCRA.

6. Because the information requested in 30 CFR 772 is collected only once for each site, a 
reduction in the frequency of collection is not possible.

Furthermore, the Act specifically requires exploration notices and permits.  Failure to 
collect the information required by §§772.11, 772.12, and 772.14 would severely impair 
the ability of OSMRE and the state regulatory authorities to ensure that coal exploration 
is conducted in accordance with the reclamation requirements of section 512(a) of the 
Act.  In the absence of any notice, OSMRE and the state regulatory authorities would 
likely be unaware of many coal exploration operations. 
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7. The collection of information under 30 CFR 772 is consistent with the guidelines at 5 
CFR 1320.5(d)(2) as summarized in the instructions for this item of the supporting 
statement.

8. In August and September of 2014, OSMRE contacted the following individuals to obtain 
their views on the information collection burden imposed by Part 772 and the clarity of 
the regulations:

Daniel Hernandez
Senior Environmental Specialist
Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety
1313 Sherman Street, Room 215
Denver, CO   80203
303-866-3567 extension 8126

Steve Weinzapfel
Regulatory Team, Chief of Reclamation
Indiana Department of Natural Resources
402 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN  46204
812-665-2207

Linda Fischer
Environmental Control Manager, Division of Mine Permits
Kentucky Department of Natural Resources
#2 Hudson Hollow
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
502-564-2320

Bob Smith
Permitting Coordinator, Enforcement Division
Department of Environmental Quality
1520 East Sixth Avenue
Helena, MT  59620
406-444-7444

Tonia Perkins
Trapper Mining Incorporated
6.5 miles south of Craig Highway 13
Craig, CO  81625
970-824-4401
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James Buck
President, Buckridge Environmental Engineering, Inc.
8344 Susan Court
Newburgh, IN 47630
812-858-9970

Sid Stanley
Engineer, Premier Elkhorn Coal Company
6920 Kentucky Highway 610 W
Jenkins, KY  41537 

  606-639-0933

Gabe Johnson
Environmental Engineer
Cloud Peak Energy
Spring Creek Mine
Lakeshore Drive, PO Box 67
Decker, MT  59025
406-757-4236

Bill Winters
Supervisor, Technical Group
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation & Enforcement
Knoxville Field Office
710 Locust Street, 2nd Floor
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902
865-545-4103 extension 170

We contacted and Tonia Perkins, James Buck, Sid Stanley, and Gabe Johnson to obtain 
an estimate of the information collection burden under §772.11 and to ascertain the views
of individuals who have prepared exploration notices in the States of Colorado, Indiana, 
Kentucky, and Montana, respectively.  All four said they had no problems with the 
regulations at §772.11 governing coal exploration notices, nor did they find them unduly 
burdensome.

 We contacted Tonia Perkins, James Buck, Sid Stanley, and Gabe Johnson to obtain an 
estimate of the information collection burden under §772.12 and to ascertain the views of
individuals who have prepared exploration permits in the States of Colorado, Indiana, 
Kentucky, and Montana, respectively.  All four said they had no problems with the 
regulations at §772.12 governing coal exploration permits, nor did they find them unduly 
burdensome.

  
We also contacted four State regulatory authorities to obtain their estimates of and views 
on the information collection and recordkeeping burden imposed by 30 CFR 772 and the 
clarity of those regulations.  The individuals providing this information were:
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1. Daniel Hernandez
Colorado Division of Mining, Reclamation & Safety

2. Steve Weinzapfel
Indiana Department of Natural Resources

3. Linda Fischer
Kentucky Department of Natural Resources

4. Bob Smith
Montana Department of Environmental Quality

None of these individuals had any problems with the Federal regulations or any 
suggestions for improving those regulations or reducing the burden.

We also contacted Bill Winters of the OSMRE Knoxville Field Office.  The States of 
Tennessee and Washington have elected not to develop their own regulatory programs. 
These States are called Federal Program States, and their coal mining and reclamation 
operations are regulated by OSMRE.  Mr. Winters also did not have any problems with 
the Federal regulations or any suggestions for improving those regulations or reducing 
the burden.
 
In developing estimates of hourly wage rates and unit costs for requirements such as legal
ads and notification of interested parties, we relied upon both our experience and 
information supplied by these and previous respondents.

On November 12, 2014, OSMRE published in the Federal Register (79 FR 67189) a 
notice requesting comments from the public regarding the need for the collection of 
information, the accuracy of the burden estimate, ways to enhance the information 
collection, and ways to minimize the burden on respondents.  This notice gave the public 
60 days in which to comment.  However, no comments were received.

9. Not applicable.  OSMRE and State regulatory authorities provide no payments or gifts to 
respondents.

10. Section 512(b) of SMCRA and its implementing regulations at §772.15(b) require that 
OSMRE and state regulatory authorities keep certain types of information confidential.  
Specifically, persons submitting a notice of intent to explore or an application for coal 
exploration may request confidentiality for trade secrets or privileged commercial or 
financial information that relates to the competitive rights of the person who intends to 
conduct the exploration.

11. Not applicable.  There are no questions of a sensitive nature.
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12. OSMRE has estimated wage costs for respondents:  industry and state regulatory 
employees. OSMRE has derived these wages from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) 
websites at http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/naics4_212100.htm for industry wages, and 
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/naics4_999200.htm for state employee wages.  Benefits 
are included in these wage calculations using a rate of 1.4 of the salary for industry 
personnel and 1.5 for state employees per the BLS news release USDL-14-1673, 
EMPLOYER COSTS FOR EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION—JUNE 2014, dated 
September 10, 2014 (http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ecec.pdf).

14. Wage costs for OSMRE employees are calculated based on the Office of Personnel 
Management website at http://www.opm.g ov/policy-data-oversight/pay-leave/salaries-
wages/salary-tables/pdf/2014/RUS_h.pdf.  Salaries for Federal employees in this section 
include a benefits rate of 1.5 per the BLS news release USDL-14-1673, EMPLOYER 
COSTS FOR EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION—JUNE 2014, dated September 10, 2014 
(http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ecec.pdf).
 

16. Not applicable.  We have no plans to publish the information collected.

17. Not applicable.  We are not seeking a waiver from the requirement to display the 
expiration date of the OMB approval of the information collection.

18. Not applicable.  There are no exceptions to the certification statement identified in the 
“Certification for Paperwork Reduction Act Submissions.”
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Supporting Statement for 30 CFR 772.11 – 
Notice requirements for exploration removing 250 tons of coal or less.

A. Justification

1. Section 512(a) of SMCRA provides that each state or Federal regulatory program must 
include a requirement that a person intending to conduct coal exploration first file a 
notice of intent to explore with the regulatory authority.  At a minimum, that notice must 
include a description of the exploration area and the period of planned exploration.  The 
regulations at §772.11 include those provisions, as well as requirements for information 
identifying the person filing the notice, the person conducting the exploration, the method
of exploration and the environmental protection and reclamation practices to be used.

Section 201(c)(2) of SMCRA, which provides that the Secretary shall promulgate such 
regulations as are necessary to carry out the purposes and provisions of the Act, 
authorizes collection of the information required by §772.11 that is not expressly required
under section 512(a) of the Act.  Collection of this information is necessary to ensure 
adherence to and enforce the reclamation requirements of section 512(a) of the Act, as 
well as to determine whether an exploration permit is required under section 512(d) of the
Act.

2. OSMRE and state regulatory authorities under SMCRA use the information collected for 
§772.11 to (1) identify sites where substantial disturbance is likely to occur, (2) ensure 
adherence to and enforce the reclamation requirements of 30 CFR 815 and section 512(a)
of the Act, and (3) determine whether the exploration activity requires an exploration 
permit under §772.12 and section 512(d) of the Act.

3. See list of items with identical responses.

4. See list of items with identical responses.

5. See list of items with identical responses.

6. See list of items with identical responses.

7. See list of items with identical responses.

8. See list of items with identical responses.

9. See list of items with identical responses.

10. See list of items with identical responses.

11. See list of items with identical responses.
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12. Estimated Information Collection Burden

a. Burden Hour Estimates for Respondents

Our state-specific annual evaluation reports show that in 2013 the 24 state regulatory 
authorities received 830 notices of intent to explore.  During the same year, we received 
an additional 8 notices in the State of Tennessee, where we are the regulatory authority.  
This total number is significantly lower than the previous two years (1,026 in 2011 and 
1,153 in 2012).  Based upon data collected in 2011 through 2013, we estimate that coal 
companies will submit approximately 1,006 notices per year (998 to the 24 States and an 
additional 8 to Federal program states).  Both mining and exploration activity vary 
greatly from State to State.  In 2013, the actual number of exploration notices received in 
States with mining activity ranged from 0 in 19 States to 292 in Kentucky.  Four eastern 
states (Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia) currently receive nearly 
90% of the exploration notices submitted nationwide each year.

According to the persons listed in item 8, preparation of a notice of intent to explore 
requires an average of 5 hours.  Advances to online interactive mapping websites have 
reduced some companies’ time to prepare a notice to as little as 1 hour.  Operators in 
certain states use as many as 25 hours to prepare the notices.  Upon further discussion, we
found that some of the states contacted impose additional data requirements beyond what 
the federal regulations requires in a notice of intent to explore, and these states actually 
consider them “exploration permits” or “exploration licenses”--- despite the fact that less 
than 250 tons of coal is involved in the exploration.  In addition to placing an additional 
hourly burden on the operators to comply with the additional state regulations, we found 
that this could also result in some states misrepresenting these as exploration permits 
when reporting their yearly totals of exploration notices and exploration permits on Table
4 of the state’s Annual Evaluation Report.  For the purposes of this document, we only 
considered the burden resulting from the OSMRE-sponsored regulations.  We estimate 
that each respondent will continue to spend an average of 5 hours to complete and submit
the notice of intent.  Accordingly, the total annual information collection burden for 
persons filing notices of intent for §772.11 is an estimated 5,030 hours (1,006 notices x 5
hours per notice).  

Notifications of intent to explore for §772.11 do not require regulatory authority review.  
Therefore, there is no information collection burden to state regulatory authorities for this
section.

b. Estimated Annual Wage Cost to Respondents

We estimate that mine operators will incur the following wage costs (rounded) to 
complete the collection of information required under these sections (see item 12, page 
10, for an explanation of wages and benefits):
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Industry Wage Cost
Position Hour Burden per

Response
Cost Per Hour with
Benefits (x 1.4) ($)

Total Wage
Burden ($)

Administrative Support 1 22.83 0** Expression is
faulty **

Mining Engineer 3.5 58.60 ** Expression is
faulty **

Operations Manager .5 81.63 ** Expression is
faulty **

Total 5 0

Therefore, the estimated annual wage cost for each industry respondent for §772.11 is 
$269.  The total wage cost to all industry respondents is $269 x 1,006 notices = $270,614.

13. Total Annual Non-Wage Cost Burden to Respondents

a. Annualized Capital and Start-Up Costs

The information collection requirements of §772.11 do not involve any capital or start-up
costs apart from expenditures associated with customary business practices in the mining 
industry.  None are directly attributable to the information collection requirements this 
section.

b. Operation and Maintenance Costs

There are no significant or distinct non-wage operation or maintenance costs associated 
with compliance with the information collection requirements of §772.11. 

14. Estimate of Annualized Cost to the Federal Government

Oversight:  In keeping with the current guidance concerning oversight of State program 
implementation, which de-emphasizes process reviews, OSMRE does not anticipate 
conducting any significant oversight review of State compliance with the requirements of
§772.11 in the absence of any indication of programmatic problems.  If we conduct an 
oversight review of this topic in one state program per year, that review would require an 
average of 20 hours at $56.61 per hour (GS-12/5 regulatory program specialist/mining 
engineer reviewing the application, including 1.5 multiplier for benefits.  See item 14, 
page 10, for an explanation of wages and benefits).  The annual cost to OSMRE for this 
oversight activity is estimated to be $1,132.

Federal Programs:  Notifications of intent to explore for §772.11 do not require 
regulatory authority review.  Therefore, there is no information collection burden to 
OSMRE for this section.
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Total Federal Cost

$ 1,132  Oversight
+       $               0    Federal Programs

$ 1,132  Total Federal Cost

15. The 5,030 burden hours that we are requesting for §772.11 represents a decrease of 820 
hours from the 5,850 hours previously approved for this activity under OMB control 
number 1029-0112.  This adjustment results from a reduction in use.  Therefore, the 
burden will change as follows:

  
5,850 hours currently approved by OMB

-           820   hours due to an adjustment
    5,030 hours requested

16. See list of items with identical responses.

17. See list of items with identical responses.

18. See list of items with identical responses.
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Supporting Statement for 30 CFR 772.12 – 
Permit requirements for exploration that will remove more than

 250 tons of coal or that will occur on lands designated
 as unsuitable for surface coal mining operations.

A. Justification

1. Section 512(a) of SMCRA requires that a person intending to conduct coal exploration 
first file a notice of intent to explore with the regulatory authority.  At a minimum, this 
notice must include a description of the exploration area and the period of planned 
exploration.  Section 512(d) of SMCRA further provides that no person may remove 
more than 250 tons of coal pursuant to an exploration permit without the specific written 
approval of the regulatory authority.  To implement these statutory provisions, the 
regulations at §772.12 require that any person planning to remove 250 or more tons of 
coal first obtain regulatory authority approval in the form of an exploration permit.

This type of exploration is much more likely to cause adverse environmental impacts 
than operations that remove fewer than 250 tons.  Therefore, the regulations establish (1) 
more detailed information requirements for applications for coal exploration than those 
set forth in section 512(a) of the Act for notices of intent to explore, (2) newspaper notice
requirements to encourage public involvement in the application review process, and (3) 
criteria and procedures for application approval and permit issuance, including a 
requirement that the regulatory authority prepare written findings and notify all interested
parties of its decision.

Because of environmental concerns, the regulations also require an exploration permit 
(rather than a simple notice of intent) as a prerequisite for any type of coal exploration on
lands designated as unsuitable for surface coal mining operations pursuant to section 522 
of SMCRA.  Applications for exploration on the lands listed in section 522(e) of SMCRA
must include an explanation of how the proposed exploration activities have been 
designed to minimize interference with the values for which those lands were designated 
as unsuitable for surface coal mining operations.  In addition, the application must 
include documentation of consultation with the owner of and, when applicable, the 
agency with primary jurisdiction over, the feature that caused the land to come under the 
protection of section 522(e) of the Act.  Finally, the rules require that the regulatory 
authority make a finding as to whether the coal exploration activities have been designed 
to minimize interference with the values for which the land was designated unsuitable for
surface coal mining operations.

Section 201(c)(2) of SMCRA, which provides that the Secretary shall promulgate such 
regulations as are necessary to carry out the purposes and provisions of the Act, 
authorizes collection of this information.  We have determined that collection of the 
information required for §772.12, most of which is not specifically required by section 
512 of SMCRA, is appropriate and necessary to fulfill the environmental protection and 
public participation purposes of the Act, as set forth in section 102 of SMCRA. 
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2. OSMRE and state regulatory authorities under SMCRA use the information collected for 
§772.12 to ensure that exploration operations are designed to ensure adherence to the 
reclamation requirements of 30 CFR Part 815, the regulatory program, and section 512(a)
of the Act, as well as the Endangered Species Act and the National Historic Preservation 
Act.  Members of the public use the newspaper advertisement required by§772.12(c) to 
gain knowledge of and provide input to OSMRE or the state regulatory authority on 
exploration proposals.  All parties use the decision notification requirements of 
§772.12(e) to protect their interests and appeal rights.

3. See list of items with identical responses.

4. See list of items with identical responses.

5. See list of items with identical responses.

6. See list of items with identical responses.

7. See list of items with identical responses.

8. See list of items with identical responses.

9. See list of items with identical responses.

10. See list of items with identical responses.

11. See list of items with identical responses.

12. Estimated Information Collection Burden

a. Burden Hour Estimates for Respondents

Burden on Applicants for Exploration Permits

Our state-specific annual evaluation reports for 2013 indicate that the 24 state regulatory 
authorities received a total of about 7 applications for exploration permits during that 
year and we received none.  This total number is significantly lower than the previous 
two years (28 in 2011 and 17 in 2012).  Some states confused exploration notices for 
exploration permits when reporting large numbers of exploration permits in Table 4 of 
their Annual Evaluation Report.  We inquired into this apparent discrepancy and 
confirmed that the numbers had been switched.  Based upon data collected in 2011 
through 2013, we estimate that coal companies will submit approximately 17 applications
for exploration permits annually over the next 3 years (16 in state regulatory program 
states, and 1 with us).  This represents a decrease of 5 exploration permits per year from 
the prior 3-year forecast in 2011.  It is likely that the number of exploration permits 
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received each year is even actually less than what is being reported (and corrected), since 
some states impose additional regulations beyond what OSMRE requires for a notice of 
intent to explore --- and in such cases these notices of intent are known as “exploration 
permits” and may be mis-reported as such on Table 4 of the state’s Annual Evaluation 
Report. 

New consultation with Trapper Mining Incorporated, Buckridge Environmental 
Engineering, Premier Elkhorn Coal Company, and Cloud Peak Energy, coupled with data
from previous permittees, indicates that development of an application for a coal 
exploration permit, including preparation of the newspaper notice required by §772.12(c),
still requires an average of 70 hours, with a range of 25 hours to more than 250 hours 
depending on the complexity and location of the proposed operation.  Accordingly, the 
total annual information collection burden for persons filing applications for coal 
exploration for §772.12 is an estimated 1,190 hours (17 applications x 70 hours per 
application).

Burden on State Regulatory Authorities

As discussed above, we anticipate that state regulatory authorities will receive 
approximately 16 exploration permits.  

Under §772.12(d), for each application, the regulatory authority must:

 Prepare a decision document with written findings and terms of approval.

 Provide written notification of the decision to the applicant, appropriate local 
governmental officials, and commenters on the application.

 Post a notice of the decision in a public office in the vicinity of the proposed coal 
exploration operations.

According to the state regulatory authorities listed in item 8, application review and 
preparation of the decision document requires between 30 and 100 hours per application. 
The higher number applies to controversial applications, particular those dealing with 
special environmental circumstances.  We anticipate that controversial applications will 
be relatively rare.  Therefore, we estimate that application review and decision document 
preparation still requires an average of 45 hours per application.  We estimate that 
preparation and mailing a decision notification letter requires an average of 30 additional 
minutes, with each application requiring an average of 10 decision notification letters (to 
the applicant, county/state/federal agencies, and commenters), or 5 hours per application. 
We previously estimated only 4 decision notification letters would be sent.  We also 
expect that the regulatory authority will typically e-mail 30 notifications to various 
entities, which will take 1 additional hour of time.  Preparation and posting of a decision 
notice in a public office in the vicinity of the proposed operation requires an average of 2 
additional hours per application.  For §772.12, the total estimated time for the state 
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regulatory authority to implement this section would be 53 hours (45 hours per review + 
5 hours for decision notification letters + 1 hour for e-mail notifications  + 2 hours to post
the decision notice) per application.  Therefore, we estimate that the annual burden to the 
state regulatory authorities for compliance with the information collection requirements 
of §772.12 will be 848 hours (53 hours per permit applicant x 16 applications).

Total Burden

For all respondents, we estimate that the total annual information collection burden for 
§772.12 will be 2,038 hours (1,190 hours for permit applicants + 848 hours for State 
regulatory authorities), which equates to an approximate burden of 123 hours for each 
application for a coal exploration permit (70 hours for permit applicants + 53 hours for 
regulatory authorities).

b. Estimated Annual Wage Cost to Respondents

We estimate that mine operators will incur the following wage costs (rounded) to 
complete the collection of information required under these sections (see item 12, page 
10, for an explanation of wages and benefits):
 

Industry Wage Cost
Position Hour Burden per

Response
Cost Per Hour with
Benefits (x 1.4) ($)

Total Wage
Burden ($)

Administrative Support 4 22.83 ** Expression is
faulty **

Engineering Technician
40 39.09

** Expression is
faulty **

Mining Engineer 25 58.60 ** Expression is
faulty **

Operations Manager 1 81.63 ** Expression is
faulty **

Total 70 0

Therefore, the estimated annual wage cost for each industry respondent for §772.12 is 
$3,202.  The total wage cost to all industry respondents is $3,202 x 17 exploration 
permits = $54,434.

In addition, it takes 53 hours for each State regulatory authority to review this section of 
the permit application.  

Using BLS statistics for state employee engineering technicians with benefits as indicated
in item 12, page 10, we estimate that the wage cost is $33.02 per hour including benefits. 
Therefore, the estimated annual wage cost for state regulatory authorities to review 
§772.12 for each exploration application is $33.02 per hour x 53 hours = $1,750.  The 
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total wage cost to all state regulatory authorities is $1,750 x 16 permit applications = 
$28,000.

Therefore, we estimate that the burden to all respondents is $54,434 for industry + 
$28,000 for state regulatory authorities = $82,434. 

13. Total Annual Non-Wage Cost Burden to Respondents

a. Annualized Capital and Start-Up Costs

The information collection requirements of §772.12 do not involve any capital or start-up
costs apart from expenditures associated with (1) customary business practices 
concerning establishment and operation of a mining entity, or (2) general administration 
of a regulatory agency.  None are directly attributable to the information collection 
requirements of §772.12.

b. Operation and Maintenance Costs

The only significant or distinct non-wage operation or maintenance cost associated with 
compliance with the information collection requirements of §772.12 is the newspaper 
notice that permit applicants must publish and the four decision notification letters that 
the regulatory authority must send for the average coal exploration application.  Based on
a recent discussion with OSMRE staff from the Knoxville Field Office, we found that ad 
rates can significantly vary among local newspapers.  A one-time publication of a 3” by 
5” newspaper notice ranged in cost from $66 to $139, with an average cost of $100 per 
notice.  We estimate that the regulatory authority will incur an average of $4 in copying 
and office supply costs and delivery charges for each decision notification letter.  
Therefore, we estimate that permit applicants will incur annual publication expenses of 
$1,768 (one notice per application x 17 applications per year x $104 for publication of 
each notice).

Similarly, we estimate that the state regulatory authorities will incur non-wage expenses 
of $640 for decision notification letters (10 letters per decision x 16 applications received 
by state regulatory authorities per year x $4 per letter).  

For all respondents, we estimate that annual non-wage operation and maintenance costs 
will total $2,408 ($1,768 for permit applicants + $640 for state regulatory authorities).

14. Estimate of Annualized Cost to the Federal Government

Oversight:  In keeping with the current guidance concerning oversight of State program 
implementation, which de-emphasizes process reviews, OSMRE does not anticipate 
conducting any significant oversight review of State compliance with the requirements of
§772.12 in the absence of any indication of programmatic problems.  If we conduct an 
oversight review of this topic in one state program per year, that review would require an 
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average of 40 hours at $56.61 per hour (GS-12/5 regulatory program specialist/mining 
engineer reviewing the application, including 1.5 multiplier for benefits.  See item 14, 
page 10, for an explanation of wages and benefits).  The annual cost to OSMRE for this 
oversight activity is estimated to be $2,264.

Federal Programs:  Based upon data collected in 2013, OSMRE estimates that it will 
annually process 1 exploration permit for lands and operations for which we are the 
regulatory authority, requiring 50 hours for review.  At an average salary of $56.61 per 
hour, the annual wage cost to the Federal government to review the plan will be $2,831 (1
plan x 50 hours per review x $56.61 per hour). 

Total Federal Cost

     $  2,264  Oversight
  + $  2,831  Federal Programs
     $  5,095  Total Federal Cost

15. The 2,038 burden hours that we are requesting for §772.12 represents a decrease of 552 
hours from the 2,590 hours previously approved for this activity under OMB control 
number 1029-0112.  This adjustment results entirely from a decrease in the estimated 
number of exploration permit applications that we would expect to be submitted annually
during the next three years.  Therefore, the burden will change as follows:

  
2,590 hours currently approved by OMB

-           552   hours due to an adjustment
2,038 hours requested

16. See list of items with identical responses.

17. See list of items with identical responses.

18. See list of items with identical responses.
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Supporting Statement for 30 CFR 772.14 – 
Commercial use or sale.

A. Justification

1. With certain exceptions, paragraph (a) of §772.14 prohibits the sale or commercial use of 
coal removed from a coal exploration permit unless the person first obtains a permit to 
conduct surface coal mining operations.  Paragraph (b) of this section of the regulations 
provides an exception to this prohibition if, as part of the coal exploration permit 
application, the applicant submits adequate documentation that the coal is needed for 
testing purposes and the regulatory authority grants written authorization.  We adopted 
these additional restrictions and coal exploration permit application requirements to 
eliminate situations in which persons were conducting surface coal mining operations 
under the guise of coal exploration.  Coal exploration permits are easier and cheaper to 
obtain than surface mining permits, and performance bonds are not required.  In addition,
coal exploration operations are subject to less restrictive performance standards than 
surface coal mining operations.  Hence, the potential to cause environmental harm is 
significantly greater under a coal exploration permit than it is under a permit for surface 
coal mining operations.

Section 201(c)(2) of SMCRA, which provides that the Secretary shall promulgate such 
regulations as are necessary to carry out the purposes and provisions of the Act, 
authorizes collection of this information.  We have determined that collection of the 
information required for §772.14 is appropriate and necessary to fulfill the environmental
protection purposes of the Act, as set forth in section 102 of SMCRA.  Without these 
requirements, OSMRE and State regulatory authorities would find it much more difficult 
to restrict disturbance under exploration permits to the minimum needed for legitimate 
exploration purposes.

2. OSMRE and State regulatory authorities under SMCRA use the information collected for
§772.14 to prevent abuse of the coal exploration regulations and to ensure that 
disturbance of land and natural resources caused by activities conducted under 
exploration permits is limited to the amount necessary for legitimate exploration and 
testing purposes.

3. See list of items with identical responses.

4. See list of items with identical responses.

5. See list of items with identical responses.

6. See list of items with identical responses.

7. See list of items with identical responses.
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8. See list of items with identical responses.

9. See list of items with identical responses.

10. See list of items with identical responses.

11. See list of items with identical responses.

12. Estimated Information Collection Burden

a. Burden Hour Estimates for Respondents

Since 1994, to the best of our knowledge, neither we nor the 24 state regulatory 
authorities have received any applications for exploration permits proposing the sale or 
commercial use of coal removed during the exploration process.  We anticipate that this 
pattern of non-use will continue for the foreseeable future.  However, for purposes of this
document, we will assume that there will be one such application per year.

We estimate that the applicant will need an average of 16 hours to collect and compile the
requested information.  We also estimate that the regulatory authority will need an 
average of 2 hours to review the information and make the requisite written finding.  
Therefore, we estimate that the annual information collection burden for respondents for 
§772.14 will total 18 hours (16 hours for the permit applicant + 2 hours for the 
regulatory authority).

b. Estimated Annual Wage Cost to Respondents

We estimate that mine operators will incur the following wage costs (rounded) to 
complete the collection of information required under these sections (see item 12, page 
10, for an explanation of wages and benefits):

Industry Wage Cost
Position Hour Burden per

Response
Cost Per Hour ($) Total Wage

Burden ($)
Administrative Support 1 22.83 ** Expression is

faulty **
Mining Engineer 14 58.60 ** Expression is

faulty **
Operations Manager 1 81.63 ** Expression is

faulty **
Total 16 0
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Therefore, the estimated annual wage cost for each industry respondent for §772.14 is 
$925.  The total wage cost to all industry respondents is $925 x 1 exploration permit with 
sale = $925.

In addition, it takes 2 hours for each state regulatory authority to review this section of 
the exploration application.  

Using BLS statistics for state employee engineering technicians with benefits as indicated
in item 12, page 10, we estimate that the wage cost is $33.02 per hour including benefits. 
Therefore, the estimated annual wage cost for state regulatory authorities to review 
§772.12 for each exploration application is $33.02 per hour x 2 hours = $66.  The total 
wage cost to all state regulatory authorities is $66 x 1 permit application = $66.

Therefore, we estimate that the burden to all respondents is $925 for industry + $66 for 
state regulatory authorities = $991. 

13. Total Annual Non-Wage Cost Burden to Respondents

a. Annualized Capital and Start-Up Costs

The information collection requirements of §772.14 do not involve any capital or start-up
costs apart from expenditures associated with (1) customary business practices to 
estimate site potential and obtain contracts for coal production and sale, or (2) the general
administration of a regulatory agency.  None are directly attributable to the information 
collection requirements of §772.14.

b. Operation and Maintenance Costs

There are no significant or distinct non-wage operation or maintenance costs associated 
with compliance with the information collection requirements of §772.14.

14. Estimate of Annualized Cost to the Federal Government

Oversight:  In keeping with the current guidance concerning oversight of State program 
implementation, which de-emphasizes process reviews, OSMRE does not anticipate 
conducting any significant oversight review of State compliance with the requirements of
§772.14 in the absence of any indication of programmatic problems.  If we conduct an 
oversight review of this topic in one state program per year, that review would require an 
average of 4 hours at $56.61 per hour (GS-12/5 regulatory program specialist/mining 
engineer reviewing the application, including 1.5 multiplier for benefits. See item 14, 
page 10, for an explanation of wages and benefits).  The annual cost to OSMRE for this 
oversight activity is estimated to be $226.

Federal Programs:  For the reasons discussed in item 12.a., we do not anticipate receiving
any applications for §772.14.  Therefore, there is no Federal program cost.
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Total Federal Cost

$ 226  Oversight
+       $            0    Federal Programs

$ 226  Total Federal Cost

15. This information collection request does not change the 18 hours currently approved for 
§772.14.

16. See list of items with identical responses.

17. See list of items with identical responses.

18. See list of items with identical responses.
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Supporting Statement for 30 CFR 772.15 - Public availability of information.

A. Justification

1. Section 512(b) of SMCRA provides that information submitted to the regulatory 
authority as confidential shall not be available for public examination when it concerns 
trade secrets or privileged commercial or financial information relating to the competitive
rights of the person or entity intending to conduct exploration.  Consistent with section 
102(i) of the Act, which states that one of the purposes of the Act is to ensure that 
appropriate procedures are provided for public participation, we have interpreted this 
provision as requiring that all other coal exploration information be made available to the 
public.  Accordingly, paragraph (a) of the implementing regulations at §772.15 requires 
that all non-confidential information submitted to the regulatory authority under 30 CFR 
Part 772 be made available for public inspection and copying at the regulatory authority 
office closest to the proposed exploration site.  Paragraph (b) of §772.15 specifies that the
regulatory authority must keep certain information confidential if the person so requests 
in writing at the time of submission.

Section 201(c)(2) of SMCRA, which provides that the Secretary shall promulgate such 
regulations as are necessary to carry out the purposes and provisions of the Act, 
authorizes the recordkeeping requirements of §772.15(a) and collection of the 
information (written requests for confidentiality) required by §772.15(b).  Although 
section 512(b) of the Act does not expressly include these requirements, it does strongly 
imply them and, as noted above, section 102(i) of the Act provides additional justification
for the recordkeeping requirements of §772.15(a).  Furthermore, the regulatory authority 
would have difficulty implementing the confidentiality provisions of section 512(b) of 
the Act in the absence of the requirement in §772.15(b) that the person submitting the 
information request confidentiality and identify the information included in the request.

2. OSMRE and State regulatory authorities under SMCRA use the information collected 
under §772.15(b) to identify those portions of notices of intent to explore and exploration
permit applications that must be kept confidential.  The public uses the recordkeeping 
requirements of §772.15(a) to monitor and, in some cases, intervene in the coal 
exploration notice and permit application processes to ensure protection of the 
environment and private property.

3. See list of items with identical responses.

4. See list of items with identical responses.

5. See list of items with identical responses.

6. See list of items with identical responses.

7. See list of items with identical responses.
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8. See list of items with identical responses.

9. See list of items with identical responses.

10. See list of items with identical responses.

11. See list of items with identical responses.

12. Estimated Information Collection Burden

a. Burden Hour Estimates for Respondents

As discussed in item 12.a. of the supporting statement for §772.11, we anticipate that 
state regulatory authorities will receive an average of 998 notices of intent to explore, 
while we received 8.  And, as discussed in item 12.a. of the supporting statement for 
§772.12, we anticipate that state regulatory authorities will receive 16 applications for 
coal exploration permits each year, while we receive one.  Therefore, we estimate that the
state regulatory authorities will receive a total of approximately 1,014 coal exploration 
notices and applications for coal exploration permits per year.  The actual number of 
notices and applications received each year varies greatly from State to State.

Based upon our experience, we estimate that filing and indexing a notice of intent to 
explore or coal exploration permit (including the separation of confidential material) 
requires an average of 0.5 hour on the part of the regulatory authority.  We also estimate 
that preparation of a confidentiality request requires approximately the same amount of 
time on the part of the person filing the notice or exploration permit application.  
However, in both our experience and that of the state regulatory authority contacts 
identified in item 8, fewer than 10 percent of all persons filing notices or exploration 
permit applications request confidentiality.  

Therefore, we estimate that the annual recordkeeping burden on state regulatory 
authorities under §772.15(a) is approximately 507 hours (1,014 notices and permits 
received by state regulatory authorities x 0.5 hour per notice or permit).  The estimated 
annual information collection burden for persons to prepare and submit requests for 
confidentiality under §772.15(b) is 51 hours (1,014 notices and permits x 0.1 request per 
notice or permit x 0.5 hour per request).

Therefore, the combined information collection and recordkeeping burden for both 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of §772.15 is approximately 558 hours (507 hours for state 
regulatory authority recordkeeping + 51 hours for persons to prepare confidentiality 
requests).
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b. Estimated Annual Wage Cost to Respondents

We estimate that mine operators will incur the following wage costs (rounded) to 
complete the collection of information required by this section (see item 12, page 10, for 
an explanation of wages and benefits):

Industry Wage Cost
Position Hour Burden per

Response
Cost Per Hour ($) Total Wage

Burden ($)
Administrative Support .5 22.83 ** Expression is

faulty **
Total .5   11

Therefore, the estimated annual wage cost for each industry respondent for §772.15 is 
$11.  The total wage cost to all industry respondents is $11 x 101 requests for 
confidentiality = $1,111.

In addition, it takes .5 hours for each state regulatory authority to file notices and permits 
for coal exploration.  

Using BLS statistics for state employee file clerk with benefits as indicated in item 12, 
page 10, we estimate that the wage cost is $26.43 per hour including benefits.    
Therefore, the estimated annual wage cost for state regulatory authorities to file notices 
and permit applications for §772.15 for each exploration application is $26.43 per hour 
x .5 hours = $13.  The total wage cost to all state regulatory authorities is $13 x 101 
notices and applications = $1,313.

Therefore, we estimate that the burden to all respondents is $1,111 for industry + $1,313 
for state regulatory authorities = $2,424. 

13. Total Annual Non-Wage Cost Burden to Respondents

a. Annualized Capital and Start-Up Costs

Under §772.15(a), records concerning notices of intent to explore and coal exploration 
permits must be kept at the regulatory authority office.  The rules do not specify a 
particular format or retention time.  Recordkeeping of this nature is a prudent and 
customary practice to which both businesses and regulatory authorities would likely 
adhere even in the absence of the regulation, especially in view of State and Federal laws 
and regulations governing records management in general.  Hence, this requirement 
involves no additional capital or start-up costs.

Similarly, the information collection requirements of §772.15(b) (preparation of a simple 
letter of request) do not involve any capital or start-up costs apart from expenditures 
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associated with customary business practices.  None are directly attributable to the 
information collection requirements of §772.15(b).

b. Operation and Maintenance Costs

There are no significant or distinct non-wage operation or maintenance costs associated 
with compliance with the recordkeeping and information collection requirements of 
§772.15.  Operation and maintenance costs are negligible and reflect customary business 
or regulatory authority practices.

14. Estimate of Annualized Cost to the Federal Government

Oversight:  In keeping with the current guidance concerning oversight of State program 
implementation, which de-emphasizes process reviews, OSMRE does not anticipate 
conducting any significant oversight review of State compliance with the requirements of
§772.15 in the absence of any indication of programmatic problems.  If we conduct an 
oversight review of this topic in one state program per year, that review would require an 
average of 8 hours at $56.61 per hour (GS-12/5 regulatory program specialist/mining 
engineer reviewing the application, including 1.5 multiplier for benefits. See item 14, 
page 10, for an explanation of wages and benefits).  The annual cost to OSMRE for this 
oversight activity is estimated to be $453.

Federal Programs:  As discussed in item 12.a. of the supporting statements for §772.11 
and 772.12, for purposes of this document, we estimate that we will annually receive 
approximately 8 notices of intent to explore and one application for coal exploration 
permits on lands for which we are the regulatory authority. Based on past experience, we 
estimate that each notice requires an average of 0.5 hour to index and file.  At an average 
salary of $56.61 per hour as referenced above, the annual wage cost to the Federal 
government to index and file those notices will be $226 (8 notices and applications x 0.5 
hour per notice or permit x $56.61 per hour).  There are no significant non-wage costs 
associated with this activity.

Total Federal Cost

     $  453  Oversight
  + $  226  Federal Programs
     $  679  Total Federal Cost

15. The previously approved information collection burden for §772.15 included 649 hours.  
We are now requesting approval of 558 burden hours, a decrease of 91 hours, due to a 
decrease in the number of notices received.  Therefore, the burden will change as follows:
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649 hours currently approved
-           91   hours due to an adjustment

558 hours requested

16. See list of items with identical responses.

17. See list of items with identical responses.

18. See list of items with identical responses.
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